DDA Kits to link with Telecare Systems

The DDA Kits simply connect to Telecare Communicators, which can be programmed to trigger the Pager or SignWave when an integrated smoke alarm is activated.

The Pager Kit, designed for profoundly deaf users and the SignWave kit, for hard of hearing users, both incorporate a vibrating pillow pad to wake the user at night.

Compatible with all leading telecare systems.

- Simple to fit
- Compatible with all leading telecare systems
- Competitively priced
- Fire Safe compatible, can alert user when main building fire alarm activates
- Additional alerts can be added from the SA3000 System
- 1 year warranty
- Technical helpline

DDA SignWave Kit for Hard of Hearing people

Systems from just \textbf{£176.16}\textsuperscript{*} includes SignWave, Pillow Pad and Mini Monitor

DDA Pager Kit for profoundly Deaf people

Systems from just \textbf{£199.99}\textsuperscript{*} includes Pager, Trickle Charger, Pillow Pad and Mini Monitor

\textsuperscript{*}Price EX VAT + P&P